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Abstract 

The equilibrius states of o rotating electron flow 
Inside a cylindrical cooxiol diode i8beded in a longi- 
tudinal external eognetic field, on condition that rog- 
netic flux is conserved ore investigated. It ie shorn 
that in the caee of a given magnetic field a rultipli- 

city of equilibrio con be realized. These equilibria 
differ fro8 each other by the nu8ber of revolutions of 
electrons oround the cathode and the eslesion current. 
In the coee of a large number of revolution8 kinetic 
electron flor passe8 over to Brillouin parapotentiol 
flar. 

Introduction 

The initial phoee of sognetron operation consiets 

of o magnetically insulated rotating electron flor.Sin- 

ce in this phose the electron flax eesentially does not 

interact with HF ravea, re consider a suooth-bare mog- 

netron as o fern of coaxial diode i8beded in an exter- 

nal mgnetic field. 

Two closees of solutions that hove received the 

rest attention are Brillouin or parapotential flor Cl - 

31, in rhich electrons 8ove rith drift velocities 

VJ - E,/B x parallel to the electrode surface, and the 

double-streo8 node1 14, 51, in rhich the electrons save 

in cycloidal orbits begining and ending on the cathode 

surface. In the lotter case,it is assused thot all ele- 

ctrons perforn a single turn along such a trajectory, 

starting and finishing on the surface of the cathode 

independent of diode geonetry. 

It ie easily verified thot in the plane diode the 

net force acting on the electrons at the turning point, 

rhere transverse aechonicol pulee p, = 0, 0180 equals 

zero. Under such conditions, it is possible to conti- 

nue fro8 the top of the trajectory syasetrically dorn- 

word (and this is usually done) or upuord to the next 

turning point etc., i.e. the top of the trajectory is o 

branching point. 

On the other hand, re shall shor thot in a coaxial 

diode these degenerate trojectoriea are obsent due to 

cylindrical geonetry. At the points where the net force 

equal8 zero electrons hove a nonzero tranbverse momen - 

turn, and ot the turning point, vhere p,= 0,o return fo- 

rce acts on electrons towards the cathode, i.e. the 

trajectory vi11 be of a definite form 

Theoretical model of rototina electron flor 

Electron flow fills up the region fro8 r = R, to 

r = re s R 0’ rhere R c' re ' Ro are the radii of cotho- 

de, electron flor and anode, respectively. A voltage 

Vo and ho8ogeneous external longitudinal 8ognetic field 

B xo ore impressed on the diode. 

It is aesused that electron flov consiets of 

electron8 rotating and moving in the r-direction. For 

this case, the dietribution function can be vritten as 

f = F*B(H - Ho).S(PI) - N)B(P, - PO), 11) 

rhere H = (s2c4 + ~‘p~)l’~ e + ev - homiltonian, PJ = 

= r(p*+ eAS/c) and P,= p,+ eAx/c are the full 808enta 

of an electron, F, Ho, Po, I! are conetonts. 

Integrating (1) to colculote charge and current 

density of electrons, re obtain 

j, = iY4fb(eAS/c), jr = %eF/r, jx = W'Y/i)(eAxlc). 

9" - aY/d(ecp), 

where 
2 l/2 

AJ2- (Po- E AZ’] . 

Choosing the constant8 according to Ho = PO = I = 0, re 

con exprese the energy and sechanicol sosento as func- 

tione of electrostatic cp ond vector Aa potentiala as 

follovE 

"ec2y = - WV Pa * -eA /c, J p z = -eAZ/c = 0. 

It is aesused that on the cathode surface 

-e(P(R=) = sic , Aa = 0, 

ond an the onode surface 

-e(P(Ra) = 8ec 2 + eV 
0’ 

In this case,the equation8 rhich deecribe the ste- 

ady state solution8 are 

i 

xc5 x s xe 

i 

xes x 5 1 

Id dy F v ld dy 
- -x-z- 

x dx dx x y2 - A2 - 1 
, - --x--=0, 

x dx dx (2) 

1 

d 1 d F h d 1 d 
-- -x*=- 

x y -A2-1 2 
, - - - XA = 0, 

dx x dx 1 dxr dr 

rhere x = r/R,, A = ehg/mec2, and the appropriate boun- 

dory conditions are 

ytxc)=l, y(l)=y,= 1 + eVo/nec , 2 dy/dx(x,) = 0, 
(3) 

A(xc) = 0, A(l) = Ao. 
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If the duration of the electron pulee is much leas 

than the diffusion time of magnetic field through the 

electrodes, then image current8 ore generated in the 

onode and the flux of magnetic field 8 inside the anode 

-cathode gap is conserved. Since Br = (l/r)d(rAg)/dr, 

R. 
@ = 2.11-j Bxrdr = nBZo(Rz - Rz) = con& = 2nRoAo. 

R c 

This equation gives the boundary condition far A0 

A0 = (eBxoRa/2nec2)=(1 - Rz/ R;). (4) 

Main result8 

Anolysi8 of the solution of eq. (2) under the con- 

ditions (3, 4) shore thot for fixed values of BZoond V. 

there exists o multiplicity of equilibrium states, dif- 

fering 08 to structure of electron trojeotories ond 

emission current density. 

In Fig. 1,o tvo dependence8 of rod101 momentum of 

electrons on radius ore presented. The first (1) is for 

the co8e of Bzo= Bc (Bc is the critical field of mogne- 

tic insulation). The second (21 is for the ~088 of 

B x0= Bl > Bc. Provided Bxo = Bl, the net farce ond the 

volue of pr are exactly equal to zero ot the turning 

point. If Bxo> Bl solutions vith one maximum of p, (k.1) 

do not exist ond only solutions vith sever01 moximo can 

exiet. In Fig. 1,b o more complicated trajectory (k = 

8) is shorn at the same magnetic field Bxo > Bl. 

Far the case k = 1, the dieplocement of elect- 

rons around cathode i8 less thon 2n ond f.or the case 

k = 8 the electrons perform mare than 4 revolutions 

(Fig. l,c,d), i.e., electrons stay ineide the onode-ca- 

thode gop far o longer time-interval in the lost coee. 

Therefore the emission current ha8 to be less to sotis- 

fy the condition of space-charge flov an the cathode 

surface. 

It is clear that for the case k >> 1 the structure 

of electron flov opprooches that of Brillouin flax. 

This is attested by the decrease of p, rith increasing 

k (note the scales in Fig. l,o,b). That is, the full 

energy of electrons is distributed betveen kinetic ene- 

rgy of rototion ond potent101 energy vhile the energy 

of radial motion decreases. 

The voriotions of the radius of electron flov ond 

nondimensional current density an the cathode vith ex- 

ternal magnetic field ore illustrated in Fig.2 for dif- 

ferent values of k ond V, = 3. A multiplicity of equi- 

libria is possible at o given magnetic field, differing 

as to values of k and emission current. It ie instruc- 

tive to compore ther rith that of the Brillouin equili- 

brium C61. The latter is shorn by the heavy line. All 

the kinetic solutions lay above and tend to the poro- 

potentiol solution as k increases. Here, kinetic flov 

passes aver to Brillouin flor. 

It follovs from these results thot to choose the 

equilibrium it is necessary to single out the value of 

emission current, which depends on the history of o 

troneition procees, real emission capability etc. 
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Fig. 1. The dependence8 of radial momentum of electron8 

(a) for the cc~se B,, = Bc (1) and B,, ' Bc ' El 

(2) and the corresponding trajectOrieS in r-8 

plane Cc). Hare complicated dependences (b, d) 

are for the case Bzo > El. 
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F1g. 2. The dependencee of radii of electron flows on 

the external magnetic field for different volu- 

es of k (a) and the corresponding dependence8 

of emission current (in orbitrory units) (b). 
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